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Animal farm chapter 1 Quiz

Q.(a) What was the name of Farm ?

Options –

1. Kutu Farm
2. Chapel alley
3. Manor Farm
4. Major Farm

Q.(b) Who was the owner of the Farm ?

Options –

1. Mr. Patrick
2. Mr. Collins
3. Mr. Zedane
4. Mr. Jones

Q.(c) How old was Old Major ?

Options –

1. 11 years
2. 12 years
3. 13 years
4. 14 years

Q.(d) Who was boxer ?
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Options –

1. A Dog
2. A Pig
3. A Horse
4. A donkey

Q.(e) What was the name of the song that the Old major remembered
in his dream ?

Options –

1. Beasts of England
2. The two treaties
3. Song of Ice and Fire
4. The killer Humans

( Answer key at the end of this post )

Animal farm chapter 1 Questions and Answers

Q-1. Why was the farm buzzing with activity at night ?

Ans. The farm was buzzing with activity at night as all the animals
were gathering for a meeting to hear about Old Major’s strange
dream.

Q-2. What does the Old Major say about the nature of life of animals
on earth ?



Ans. Old Major tells the animals that the lives they are living are short,
laborious and miserable. According to major, animal life is nothing but
Plain slavery.

Q-3. Why does Major address the animals as Comrades ?

Ans. Major addresses the animals as Comrades to cultivate a sense
of equality among them which in turn could unite them against their
common enemy.

Q-4. According to  major, Who is the real enemy of animals ?

Ans. According to major, Humans are the real enemy of animals.

Q-5. How does Old Major describe the humans ?

Ans. Old Major describes humans as the only creatures to consume
without producing. The creatures who neither lay eggs nor give milk,
Who is too weak to plough, too slow to hunt, Yet he is master of all the
animals.

Q-6. According to major, What was the future that the animals could
have without humans ?

Ans. According to Major, Animals could be free and independent
without humans. They would have plenty of Good food , they wouldn't
have to face cruelty and their lives would be peaceful and happy .

Q-7. How does Old Major summarize his speech ?



Ans. To simplify his long speech to the animals, Major summarizes it
as, Whatever goes upon two legs is an enemy and whatever goes
upon four legs, or has wings, is a friend.

Q-8. What was the strange dream that the Old Major had last night ?

Ans. In his dream, Old Major remembered the song called Beasts of
England, which his mother and other pigs used to sing when he was
young.

Q-9. What excites all the animals ?

Ans. All the animals get excited by the Beasts of England song and
they recite it continuously for 5 times in unison.

Q-10. How does the meeting end ?

Ans. The meeting ends with sounds of firing coming from Jone’s Gun
who woke up from his sleep because of the noise that the animals
made. It scares them and they run to their sleeping places.


